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Abstract—Appropriately adjusting the power draw of com-
putational hardware plays a crucial role in its efficient use.
While vendors have already implemented hardware-controlled
power management, additional energy savings are available,
depending on the state of the machine. We propose the online
classification of such states based on computationally informed
machine learning algorithms to adjust the power cap of the
next time step. This research highlights that the overall energy
consumption can be reduced significantly, often without a
prohibitive penalty in the runtime of the applications.

Index Terms—Power Capping, Machine Learning, High-
Performance Computing

I. Introduction

Climate change considerations [1] require modern and
ever faster processors to include the power draw and
energy consumption as major factors in the design and
use of computing systems [2], [3]. It is also the most
important metric used not only by by the TOP500 [4], [5],
Green500 [6], and SPEC Power [7] lists, but also by wide
range of supercomputing power consumption research [8],
[9]. Vendors recognized this situation and early on built
power management into their hardware [10]–[13]. However,
the energy consumption can be further reduced without a
loss of performance by setting an appropriate power cap,
e.g., when the system’s workload is memory-bound [14],
[15].

Manual determination of the current compute load and
predicting the next one prevents efficient online interaction
with a running application and thus preventing even
greater energy savings. Therefore, automating the process
of recognizing and predicting compute loads is a key design
goal of our offline-online machine learning framework.

In 2017, the powercap component was introduced in the
PAPI library [14], which enabled to both read performance
counters [16]–[18] and also write to them in order to set
power caps that establish either the long- or short-term
power draw limits.

It was unexpected that the power cap can be lowered
by significant margins without loss of performance [14].
In a first step, we show in Fig. 1 that this phenomena
can be reproduced on a modern architecture [19] without
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Fig. 1. Power capping can reduce the energy consumption, given as
the enclosed surface, of contemporary processors.

High-Bandwidth Memory (HBM) [20] featured on Intel’s
Knights Landing (KNL) [21].

II. Classification for Online Power Capping
Reducing power draw and, more importantly, saving

energy in scientific applications requires online determi-
nation of the processor’s workload due to the dynamic
nature of execution profiles [22].

A. Requirements
Our experiments use x86-64 architecture due to its sup-

port for user-controlled power caps, however, the following
criteria may apply to GPU accelerators as well [3], [23]:

• Readily available hardware counters,
• Multi-threaded architectures,
• Minimal computational overhead,
• Online classification,
• Socket-wide power capping with on-package classifi-

cation.
B. Classifiers’s Overview

Hardware events are measured with a sampling rate
of fs = 5 Hz which implicitly smooths the characteristics
of the performance counters as shown in the artifact
description (AD).

Tracing events in this way results in a discrete time
series with a classification rate rcl :

rcl = ts ·np, (1)
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where the number of (time) points per instance was np,
each one average over time step ts.

Performance profiles of software packages vary de-
pending on their algorithms and problem sizes [24]–[26].
Forecasting-based prediction may lack reliability since
it assumes recurrence of observed patterns [27], [28].
However, determining changes internal to compute- or
memory-bound workloads [29] is itself a classification [30].
To this end, self-supervised learning based on sktime [31]
fits the amount and structure of known data and expected
characteristics well.

C. Our Computationally Informed Approach
Decisions on setting the power cap must be made as

a function of the interaction between the machine and
the running code. We propose a computationally informed
approach to set the power cap of the subsequent sampling
interval. Analyzing power signatures from Fig. 2 suggests
a consistent architectural behavior for applications while
in their memory-bound portion.

Fig. 2. Energy signatures for memory-bound states.

We observed a latency of power limit enforcement in the
regime of tpcap = 0.15s depending on the power step ∆P
requested. We did not adjust the short term power limit
as it was best left to the hardware’s power management.

A reasonable compromise of fidelity and adjustment
interval of the power cap was found in the 1 1

2 s interval of
the classification rate rcl where 1

2 s ≤ rcl ≤ 2s.

D. Implementation Remarks
Data for offline training were obtained with PAPI

according to the procedure given in AD. The online
classification is invoked with the Python’s C API [32],
NumPy’s low-level Array API [33] and sktime’s classifier
module thus retaining full flexibility of Python’s end-to-
end ecosystem.

III. Results
We choose XSBench [34], [35] as a lightweight bench-

mark that closely resembles a real-world scenario. Fig. 3
shows that automated power capping based on compu-

tationally informed machine learning algorithms saves
energy.

Fig. 3. The energy consumption can be reduced significantly by
online power capping.

IV. Limits and Outlook

The approach requires optimizations for reducing com-
putational overhead as well as to meet the demands of
other architectures and programs.

We suggest the enumerated use cases for online adjust-
ment of the power of a given program: 1

1) Adjusting the target power of an already running
program for computers to meet a changing overall
power target.

2) Minimizing energy consumption for temporally un-
critical applications.

3) Wall-time aware energy savings by accepting a loss
of performance of, for example, no more than 3%.

Computationally aware, software-agnostic approaches
based on hardware counters can enable a classifier-
firmware for embedding in on-chip power management
units. Software-aware [36] classifiers in contrast are con-
sidered promising as well, because estimations about the
pending runtime of an identified operation lead to even
more precise adjustments of the power limit.

V. Conclusion

Online Power Capping by Computationally Informed
Machine Learning can be considered feasible.
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